and focu ses o n NS and NNS uses of twent y-one rhetor ical , lexical , referential (deictic), and
syntac tic indire ctness devi ces. T he res ults of the study indic ate that speakers of Ch inese ,
Korean, Jap anese, and Ind one sian util ized rhetorical ques tions and tag s, discla imers and
de nials, vag ueness and ambig uity, repetition, several types of hed ges, ambiguo us pro no uns,
and the passive vo ice in grea ter frequen cie s than NSs d id. However , NSs and NN Ss did not
differ signi ficantly in their use of other types of indir ectn ess de vices and markers, such as
po int of view distan cin g, down toners, dimi nuti ves, discour se particles, and under statements,
as we ll as nomin ali zati on and co ndi tio nal ten ses.

1. Introduction: Indirectness in academic writing across cultures
Usu all y in writte n academic discou rse, ex plici t discu ssi on of the ce ntral ideas
re lated to the te xt ' s thesis and over t expli cati on of the wr iter 's views are co ns idered requi site (Ma talene, 1985 ; Sw ale s, 1990 ; Swales and Fe ak , 1994). In aca demic wr itin g, English speakers expe ct an essay to contain explicit points expl icitl y
suppo rted and to dem on strate a grea t deal of struc ture , text pro gre ssion, and cla rity - cha rac te ristics whic h occ upy a prom inent place in the teach ing and testing
of non-native spea ker (NNS) writing (C lyne, 1988). Ho wever, An gl o-Am erican
ac ade mic writing also requires a certain degr ee of indirectn es s and vagu eness in
some situation s. As Channe l (1994) indic ate s, in ac ademi c writing , indi rectness
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in NN S writ ing can be traced to L I rhetorical paradigm s, the L2 use of such devi ces
can be explicitly taught.
Notions of ind irectne ss have been traditi onally associated with speech acts. Brown
and Levinson (1987) (hereafter B&L) provide an extensive defin ition of indirectness
as a set of politeness strategies that have the goal of minimizing imposition on the
hearer and/or creating solidarity betw een the speaker and the hearer. In the past few
yea rs, studies of ind irectness and politene ss in academic and persuasive writin g in
E nglish have been makin g advances to explain ho w NS writers organize a text 's
rhetorical and sentence -level structures to convey their ideas without creating an
imposition on the reader, akin to the way spea kers attempt to avoid an impo siti on on
the hearer.
Indirectness strategies and markers have been identified in written discourse in
many languages, including English. Rhet orical, as well as lexical and syntactic, construc ts play an import ant role in academic writing in Anglo- Am erican university settings. My ers (1989) suggests that academic texts are built upon the basic fram eworks
of claims and den ials of claim s. He states that in acade mic discourse, politen ess and
indirectness strategies, as origin ally outlined by B&L , are manifested in stylistic
variations and uses of such devi ces as passive voice, performative verb s, expli cit and
implicit lexi cal and syntactic hed ging to modify statemen ts, conditional ten ses to
posit hypothetical and indirect claims, as well as adverbs that serve to establish solidarity between the writer and the reader. Atkinson (1991) sta tes that these and many
other conventions of the academic writing in many discipl ines have achieved a level
of " norrnativity" in Anglo-A merican scie ntific writing.

one dialect can be viewed as vague in -another. He e xplains that discourse pra cti ce s
are intrinsic to the world views of particular social g roups and are tied to social va lues and norms. Schooling and education in essence represent the apprenticing of
learners to the soc ial and discourse practices ; for man y "outsid er s " (Gee, 1990: 66),
this necessitates acq uiring a new identity that ma y confl ict with their initial enc ulturation and with the identities connected to other social pra ctices.
In writing tradition s based on Confuci an , Taoist , and Buddhist philosophical precepts , rhetorical indirectness ha s the goal of maintaining harmony and a voiding
im positio ns on both the writer and the reader. As is the ca se with An glo-American
written discourse, research de aling with the indirectness strategies and markers in
Ch inese , Korean, and Japanese writing has identified sim ilari ties between politeness
paradigm s in spoken a nd written discourse, suc h as ine xpli citness, a lack of evid en ce
to support claims, and indirectness. Direct argumentation and persuasion are not
common in Chinese , Korean, and Japanese written discourse ; rather, a piece of writing is struc tured around a them e, which co nstitutes the rheto rical purpose of an essay
with an int ention of caus ing the reader to contempl ate an issue (H inds, 1990). ScolIon and Scollon (1995) mention that in Chinese essay writing, the communication
between the writer and the reader is ba sed on the politeness of facework and equ all y
sha red solidarity, a nd that politeness strategies play an important role in the de vel opment of written text. According to M at alene, " [t]o be indirect in ... written di scourse, to expect the audience to infer me anings rather than to have them spe lled out
is a defining characteristic of Chinese rhetoric " (1985: 801), in whi ch common
background knowled ge serves as the basis of interpreting a writer' s meaning and

accordi ng to the norms of a disco urse com munity that NNSs do not share. Atkinson
(1991 : 57) refers to " the conve ntional izatio n of writt en lang uage" and notes that
Anglo-American written discourse co nventions are particularly difficu lt for NNSs to
acq uire beca use the NNSs lack the shared knowledge of these conventions, of which
rhetor ical directness is a part.
However, the findings assoc iated with indir ec tness in the L2 academ ic writing of
Chinese students do not ap pear to be definitive. On the one hand, Mohan and Lo
(1985) examined the organiza tional struc ture of ESL essays prod uced by Chinese
studen ts and compare d it to that in bot h LI Eng lish and Chinese rhetorical orga nizatio ns. They found that the rhetorical parad igms and fr ameworks in English and Chinese texts are similar. In their view, fo llow ing the Chinese organiza tional es say
struc ture should help NNS stude nts rather than hinder because Ch ines e writing does
not ex hib it " preference for ' indirectn ess' " (1985: 528). Sim ilarly, Taylor and Chen
(1991) com pared three type s of discourse stra tegies and indirectness markers found
in the publis hed articles of NS of American Eng lish, and those wri tten by Chinese in
English and in Chinese. Th e authors foun d that variations in rhetorical and disco urse
struc ture are genre-speci fic rather tha n language- o r culture -spec ific and concluded
that it may be futile to look for broadly different discourse , cu ltural , and rhetorical
system s. On the other hand, these findi ngs dev iate from those of Bloo m (198 1),
Clyne (1983, 1987), and Cushman and Kincai d (1987), who found that wri tten discourse notions and paradigm s may be culture - and tradition- specific.
The reasons that NN S second language wri ting appears vag ue and indirect ma y lie
in the specific and contextu al uses of indirectness devices in English wr iting rather

The exam inat ion of these texts resulted in twenty-one devices identified as indirectness strategies and markers in three ca tego ries: Rhetorical Strategies and Markers, Lexical and Referential Markers, and Syntactic Markers and Structures. Each of
the devi ces is discussed in section 3 below .

2.1 . The data
The study da ta came from essay s writt en by 30 NSs and 120 NNS s. Of the NNSs,
30 wer e speakers of Chinese , 30 of Korean , 30 of Japane se , and 30 of Ind one sian.
Each of these language groups represent s a culture influenced by Confucian , Taoist,
and/or Buddhist phil osoph y, cultural values , and written discourse traditi ons (Cushman and Kincaid , 1987 ; Yum , 1987). The NN Ss had achieved a relatively high English language proficiency with a mean TOEFL score of 580. All NNS s had been
admitted to graduate and undergradu ate university programs and pur sued studies
tow ards the ir degrees. Their majors spanned a wide variety of disciplines, ranging
from aero na utical and computer engineering to edu cational philosophy to danc e and
voi ce studies . Many of the undergraduate students had not as yet declared majors.
The NNS s who se writing was analy zed were selected on the basis of their relati vely
high lingu istic profi ciency, as established by TOEFL sco res, and their length of residen ce in the U.S. The NNS subjects had recei ved ex tensive instru cti on in ESL and
L2 read ing and writing for a period of 4 to 20 years, with a mean of 13.1 yea rs. T heir
residence in the U.S. typ icall y fell within 1.5 to 3. 1 yea rs, with a mean of 2. 1 years.
Th erefore, it fo llows that the NNS s had had a relati vel y ex tensive ex posure to L2

essays were written in the rhetorical mode of argument/ex position with the purpose
of convincing/informing an unspecified general audience (Y. Park , 1988) .

2.2. Data analysis
To determine whether NS and NNS similarly used indirectness devices, the number of words in each of the 150 essays was counted, followed by a count of the
occurrences of each of the indirectness devices (see Table I for a complete list). For
example, NS essa y #1 consisted of 250 word s and included one rhetorical question
and three occurrences of conditional tenses. To ascertain the percentage rate of
rhetorical questions used in the essay, a computation was performed, i.e. 1/250 =
0.4 %, and then repeated for the three occurrences of conditional tenses (3/250 =
1.2%). The computations were performed separa tely for each of the indirectness
devices and for each of the 30 NS and NNS essays per L I group.
Non-parametric statistical comparisons of NS and NNS data were employed
because the majority of percentage rates were not normally distributed, and the number of essays that did not contain all types of indirectne ss strategies and markers was
high. The measure used to establish differences in indirectness devi ce usage between
NS and NNS texts was the Mann-Whitney U Te st. The medians, ran ges, and results
of statistical tests are presented in Table 1. In cases where the reported median is 0,
at least half of the sample essays written on the topi c did not contain a particular
indirectness marker. The ranges are reported to reflect a frequency of use for each
indirectness device.

Possibility
Range
Quality
Range
Performative
Range
Hedged performative verbs
Range
Point of view distancing
Range
Downtoners
Range
Diminutives
Range
Discourse particles
Range
Demonstratives
Range
Indefinite pronouns
Universal and negative
Range

[0.77
0.51
2. 16

0.00] *
0.9 3
0.70]*
2.53
0.43] *
2.13
0.00
1.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.74
0.00
0.39
0.93]*
2.22

0.00]*
0.4 1
0.3 6]*
2.94
0.00 ]*
4.55
0.00
1.35
0.0 0
1.42
0.00
2.47
0.00
0.57
0.00
1.11
0.86]*
1.60

0.00]*
1.53
0.8 1]*
4.69
0.00 ]*
0.69
0.41
2.86
0.00
1.53
0.00
0.22
0.00
1.07
0.00
0.69
0.85]*
2.27

0.00] *
0.00
0. 13]*
2.33
0.00]*
0 .86
0.3 1
2.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.3 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.78
0.78]*
2.69

1.00
2.4 1
[ 0.50
2.63
0.00
0.82

1.52]*
3.02
1.72] *
4. 10
0.00
0.22

1.[71*
3.54
1.94 1*
3.82
0.00
0.00

1.0 1]*
3.57
1.52]*
6.07
0.00
1.09

1.16]*
4.28
0.95] *
5.68
0.00
0.43

(iii) Syntactic markers and strucwret
Passive
0.00

0.83 ]*

0.8 1]*

0.42]"

0.79]*

Assertive/nonassertive

Range
Understatements
Range

0.00
[ 1.35
0.00
(65
0.00
0.42
0.00
1.29
0.00
0.90
0.00
0.5 4
0.00
1.03
0.00

monly employed because they can be view ed as "obviously personal" (1989: 27)
and artificial. In general, despite their pragm atic functions of hedging and indirectness, direct and tag que stions are discouraged in Anglo-American academic writing
because they are viewed as exce ssively personal and subjective (Swales and Feak,
1994; Wong, 1990). Tadr os (1994) reported that in formal discourse, questions usually mark detachment from the proposition and that their use should be limited.
On the other hand, Hwang ( 987) and Ohta (1991) stipulate that in Korean and
Japanese discourse, respe ctively , que stions are frequently employed to show hesitation and uncertainty of fact s and may be co mpared to the use of hedging in English.
Wong (1990) similarly observes that in Chinese, rhetorical questions perform various functions, such as hint ing about the purpo se of the text and emphasizing a point;
in this way, the thesis may be stated with out a direct assertion. She further stipulates
that in the Chinese clas sical rhet ori cal tradition, que stions assume audience participation and involvement and the reader ' s understanding of the writer's position. Furthermore, Biq ( 1990) spec ifies that que stion word s often perform the role of hedges
in Chinese discourse and repre sent a conventionalized indirectness device employed
with the goal of avo idin g the impo sition on the reader that would be the result of
stating idea s directly . Gi ven the diversity of polit eness fun ctions that que stions
appear to perform in these discourse traditi ons, it is not surprising that the NNS subje cts employed que stions significantly more frequently than NS s did.

I

All e xamples here and below are from stude nt te xts includ ed in the corpus.

the part of the reader, or which are used to establi sh the limit s of paradigm s of
knowledge (or beli efs) in their texts in order to refut e potential obj ections and avoid
a threat to their own or the reader's face. In her vie w, the pragm atic function of
denials in academic writing serves as a means of attributing to the reader the " experience, knowledge, opinions, and belief s on the basis of which the writer build s
his/her mess age " (Pagano, 1994: 253). Coulthard (1994 ) stipulates that deni als represent a part of the Assertion-Den ial-Justification rhet orical structure frequently
fo und in Anglo-American written discour se.
Althou gh the use of discla imer s and deni als is used in Anglo-American , as well as
in Confucian, Taoist, and Buddhist wr iting traditi ons, in the latter , group-oriented,
societies, the writer's respon sibility fo r avoiding an imposition on the reader and a
threat to his or her face may be greater than in Engli sh-spe aking societies. Expert s
on indirectness in Chinese, Kore an , and Japanese written discourse have found that
disclaimers and den ials represent overt strategies for minimizing both the imp osition
on and face threat to a reader, and for referring him or her to the experience and
world knowl edge commonly shared in a langua ge comm unity. R. Scoll on (1993 a, b)
found that in the English writ ing of Chinese students, disclaimers are employed to
delineate the writer ' s referenti al foc us and the experient ial base of the message. He
further observes that the NNS use of disclaimer con structions in Engli sh often creates ambi guit ies and is sometimes perceived to be exc essive and inappropri ate. In his
view, howev er , Chinese students of English operate within different cultural assumptions pertaining to writer-reader face relationships ; such assumptions extend to discourse noti ons far beyond the sentence structure. Lee ' s acco unt of negating and

emic writing. According to B&L, being vague and ambiguous is an indirectness
strategy in which the communicative intent is not well-defined and allows the writer
to minimize the threat to the reader's face (B&L). The selection of vagueness and
ambiguity devices in this study relies on those identified by Channel (1994). She
notes that in English there are numerous ways to be vague and that vagueness often
represents instances of ambiguity because neither can be clearly interpreted. In particular, vagueness in discourse can be an outcome of "vagueness by choice of vague
words" (1994: 18) and/or by implicature when the information in a statement is
insufficient for a proposition to be precise. According to her findings, vague claims
and propositions are common in English academic writing because writers seek to
accomplish two simultaneous goals, i.e. diminish their responsibility for the accuracy of the information/proposition and reduce the chances of creating an imposition
on the reader, as in Thousands of high school graduates begin their college life
because their friends go to college, and they don't want [0 be outdone and When we
learn about various aspects of life, we try to build a better world.
Researchers of L2 writing have come to recognize that written discourse produced
by NNSs usually contains a substantial number of vague and ambiguous statements,
phrases, and words. Carlson (1988) found that NNSs employed a significantly higher
number of vague words in their English essays, as did the subjects in the study carried out by Bickner and Peyasantiwong (1988). The NNSs in this study, congruent

2

Limited to the devices encountered in the corpus.

devices where argumentation is accumulative, rathe r than synthe tic or anal ytic.
Indrasuta (1988) co mpared the amount 'o f lexical and sentence-level repetition in the
writin g of American students, as oppo sed to Th ai students writing in Engli sh and
their respective LI s. She found that althou gh writers in the three groups employed
repetition as a means of cohesion, NSs of Am erican English employed it less than
NNSs who wrote in Eng lish. However, NNSs' LI essa ys contained the highe st rate
of repeated lexis and clauses. The findings of this study confirm Indrasuta's (1988)
conclusion: in their writin g in English, the speakers of Chinese, Korean, Jap ane se,
and Indonesian employed significantly more repet ition of lexis and phrases than did
NSs of American English.
(5) Iron y

Iron y is an indirectness strategy that serves to give clue s to the intended meaning
without dire ctl y indicating what the intended meaning is (B&L), e.g. Workin g in
McDonald's aft er you graduate from college is the student 's dream and If you
receive education, you 'll have a good life. You can work as a receptionist, make
your boss coffee, and put up with his moods. Bec ause ironi c statements have a
literal meaning that is the opposite of the one that is intended, the hearer/reader has
to infer the converse to rem ove the ambiguity. However, Leech (1983 ) mentions
that irony makes for an awkward indirectness strategy because its goal is to circumvent the norm s of socially appropriate discourse. Furthermore, in order to be
effec tive, the employ me nt of iron y nece ssaril y shifts the burd en of inference to the

Because hedging devices are numerou s and can be compl ex, va rious definitions
and classifications have been developed to acco unt for their mean ings, contex ts, and
implication s in discourse. The types of hedges discussed in this analysis are limited
to those encountered in the students' writing. The org anization of hedgin g devices
rel ies on the sys tems outl ined in B&L , Biber ( 1988) , Hubl er (1983), and Quirk et al.
(1985 ).
While Biber (1988 : 240) describes hedges as markers of possibility/p robability
and uncertaint y, B&L attribute a great deal of impor tance to hedging as an indirectness strategy and discuss the diversity of its discourse funct ions. T hey define hedging as a mean s of delimitin g and defining the extent of claims, the truth-value of a
proposition, and the speaker's /writer ' s responsibility for the completeness of a
proposition/claim. In their view , hedging has numerou s purposes and can be
employed to assure "cooperation, inform ativene ss, truthfulness, relevance, and clarity which on many occasions need to be softened for reasons of face " (1987: 146).
Similarly, according to Leech's account, hedges have the fun ction of reducing the
impo sition of beliefs "which are costly " (1983 : 114) to the reader/hea rer.
In general, hedges are used extensively in Anglo-American academic writing to
project "honesty, modesty, proper caution", and diplomacy (Swales, 1990 : 174).
Myers observes that hedging is conventionalized in academic discour se and appears
to be requisite in constructions expressing personal points of view. He describ es one
function of hedging as a politeness and mitigating strategy in claims because hedging express es " an appropriate attitude for offering a claim to the comm unity " (1989 :
13). In HUbler's (1983 ) view , the diversity of discour se functions ass ociated with the

possibly or perhaps, show the speaker's/writer's uncertainty of facts and thus reduce
responsibility for the proposition. M. Park (1979) found that both Japanese and
Korean usage of hedging is similar in that it often diminishes the burden of responsibility on both the writer's and the reader's face by making claims indirect and
impersonal. He notes that Americans frequently find the requisite Korean hedging
"intolerable" (1979: 94); for them, Korean texts appear to lack substance or significance, because the author's ideas may be perceived as overly indirect.
Quality hedges in English can have the function of shifting the responsibility for
the factuality and the truth-value of the claim, and/or a potential threat to the reader's face from the writer to an external source of information. These particular functions of quality hedges seem to resemble those in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean discourse (Biq, 1990; M. Park, 1979). Therefore, it stands to reason that speakers of
these languages may have transferred their hedging strategies from their LIs to English, using a significantly higher number of them than do NSs. Performative hedges
in English are employed to convey the degree of truth and "the conditions under
which" the claim/proposition is true, as well as the degree of doubt and hesitation
(Quirk et al., 1985). The discourse functions of English performative hedges also
seem to be similar to those of hedging in Chinese, Korean, and Japanese. However,
according to the discourse norms accepted in the Confucian and Buddhist rhetorical
tradition, they are employed in contexts where hedging in English is not expected
(Bloom, 1981; Wong, 1990).
Performative verbs often convey indirectness by shifting the deictic center of the
claim/proposition to embedded clauses in an indirect speech construction (B&L;

(7) Point-of-view distancing
l/we [eellhopelwonderlworry, I am concerned, I would like to/want to/think /
believ e/understand (tense markers and contractions)
Although there are numerous ways of express ing a point of view, B&L focus on
one particul ar deictic indirectness construction that entails distancing the speak er
from a claim or proposition by means of deictically rem oving the claim from him- or
herself in space, time (and, there fore, tense), and origin. In written discourse, pointof-view distancin g is accomplished by employing a complex strategy of initiating the
face-threatenin g move and presenting the issue (or a problem) as if removed from the
initiator and reported as an external speech act and/or reference, e.g. I worry that if
we don 't do any thing about pollut ion , the environment will be damaged f orever, and
Although I' ve heard enough speeches about improving education in this country, I
want to understand why the politicians haven't done anything abo ut if yet. Altho ugh
point -of-vie w distancing does not belong among indirectness strategies per se, B&L
describe it as a face-saving device that work s by decentralizing cla ims in discourse.
According to Maynard (1993), special interactional particles mark a point of view
that make an utte rance appear removed from the speaker and extern al to the prop osition and the setting in which it is made. In fact, she indicates that such markers
play an important role in convers ations when all speakers interactionally accommodate one ano ther 's burden of mutu al coo peration. Ho wever, extern al point-of-view
particles are not typically used in Japanese writing. Chao (1968) makes similar
observations abo ut Chinese pre-pi votal verbs that have many discourse function s,

prevalence in writing; Holmes (1984) states that downtoners convey politeness and
deference by marking uncertaint y of the claim/proposition. Few NNS and NS subjects employed downtoners in th is stud y.
(9) Diminutives
a little, little, a bit, a little bit, a few. fe w
B&L attribute diminutives to the general class of hed ges that have the goal of
reducing the speaker' s/writer' s respon sibility for the claim/proposition and the extent
of its impli cations and , thus, the impo sition on the hearer/reader (e.g . Th e examina tion level is a little bit high , and whether yo u pass or not depends on you r luck, as
well as knowledge, and In my country, I've heard these and many other complaints,
but few p eople dare to comp lain dire ctly to the Ministr y of Education. In addition,
diminutives often serve as an in-group marker to prom ote solidarity between the
writer and the reader (Quirk et aI., 1985 ). According to Huble r, the use of diminutives
implies " a smaller risk of negatability" (1983 : 76 ) and refut al and contribute to the
indeterminacy of the stru cture that follow s them, with the fun ction of redu cing the
validity-condition of the statement. Quirk et al. (1985) and Hubler (1983) indicate
that diminutives tend to occur in speech but not in writin g. As with do wntoners in the
present study , NNS and NS did not differ significantly in their use of dim inut ives .
(10) Discourse particles
well, now, anyway, anyh ow, anyway(s)

that, this, these, those, excluding that used as a relative pronoun, compliment,
or subordinator
Although B&L describe demonstratives as markers of involvement and empathy,
Biber's (1988) corpus-based analysis identifies them as referential and deictic markers that are more commonly used in spoken than in written English. Quirk et al.
(1985) define several functions of demonstratives in discourse, and mention that they
can be ambiguous because their referential and situational roles are similar to those
of determiners (e.g. AliI can say to those people who do not want to pay taxes and
contribute to the funding for schools is that they don't have a vision of the future).
On the other hand, M. McCarthy (1994) found that this, that, these, and those are
often found in academic discourse in English and perform the role of referential
hedges because they lack precision and can be utilized to convey tentativeness and
indirectness. He also notes that because they are imprecise, demonstratives are
largely discouraged in Anglo-American written discourse. However, Myers' (1989)
findings are somewhat at odds with M. McCarthy's (1994) observations. Myers
(1989) demonstrates that it is because of their imprecision that determiners are frequently used in academic writing as hedges of claims and denials, i.e. they serve to
attribute an assertion to an impersonal agency external to the writer.
Levinson (1983) specifies that a shift from that to this outlines an empathetic
deixis, which in languages such as Chinese and Malagasy, can be a great deal more
elaborate. He also cautions that in languages other than English, demonstratives can
be organized with respect to the role of discourse participants, e.g. the writer and the

noun s represent the extremes of the continuum of meanings expressed by indefinite
pronouns (Quirk et al., 1985). B&L comment that choosing a point on a reference
scale that is " higher than the actual state of affairs" (1987 219) and/or extremes of
the deictic continuum may be associated with overstatement. In their examples, such
pronouns as all and no one represent an indirectness strategy used to make a point
by exaggeratin g contextual circumstances and thus avoiding an overt imposition
and/or a thre at to the hearer's face.
Pron oun s such as everything; everybody, nothing, and nobody are marked exaggeratives (B&L) that are seldom used in Anglo -American acade mic writ ing (Biber,
1988). On the other hand , Cherry (1988) found that in certain context s, stude nt writing displayed a relatively high rate of overstatements, used in ord er to add the power
of conviction to the writer ' s rhetorical stan ce. Exagger ation s and overstatements, as
in Everybody always wants to be educated, and Today , everybody grades on everything . and so we don't reali ze the importan ce of gradi ng, can be utilized as a discourse device that is inverse to understatement and is not intended to be taken literally. Cre atin g a hyperbole (Channe l, 1994) allows the speaker/writer to make a point
without being precise. Leech '(1983) cautions, however, that alth ough overstatements
are prevalent in speech, they do not necessarily enhance politeness, and some may
serve the purpose of embellishing the truth for the benefit of the speaker or context.
Wh ile exaggerations and overstatements are rarely con side red appropriate in
Anglo-Americ an written discourse, they are often considered acceptable in cert ain
contexts in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean writing. In the classical Chinese writing
traditi on , exaggeration s and overstatements may be viewed as a mark of impli cit per-

lent in academic writing.
In general terms, in many contexts and particularly in writing, the use of fronted
personal pronouns and direct pronoun references is not con sidered appropriate in
discourse communities other than Anglo-American. Considerabl e variations in the
utilization of indefinite pron oun s are found even in comparison s of British and
American written text s (Quirk et aI., 1985). Bec au se indeterminacy in pronoun use
con stitutes one of the indirectness markers in Chinese (Oliver, 1971), Japanese
(McG loin, 1984 ; Ohta, 1991 ), and Korean (Hw an g, 1987 ), the y serve diverse discourse functions, su ch as decreasing the speaker 's/writer's responsibility for the
truth-value and factu ality of the claim/proposition, attributing the claim to someone
else, presenting it as a general truth or a commonly held opinion, and displaying hesitation and uncertainty . Furthermore, Chafe (1994) dem on str ates that the issue of
indefinite references is a great deal more complex in such languages as Indonesian
and Japanese, in which only those entities that are important to the discourse flow
are identified and definitively marked, and in which indefiniteness markers can
undertake many form s, It appea rs that in comparison, universal and partitive meanings of English inde finite pron ouns are substantially less invo lved and elaborate and
ma y not be suitable for expressin g a wide variety of contextual implications found in
other language s.
(13) Some understatement markers
fairly, pretty (+ adjectiv e), quite (+ adjective), rather (+ adj ective), not (too)

bad, not half bad

(14) Passive voice (+ by-phrase)
The passive voice is a relatively common indirectness device that serves to
remove direct reference to the speaker and the hearer, and is used to avoid a potential imposition or a threat to the speaker's/hearer's face (B&L). The passive voice
often serves as one of the more typical markers of academic writing and a detached
style that is intended to convey distance and uninvolvement (Biber, 1988; Myers,
1989). Agentless passive can also be employed to front thematic information or
remove the agent from the prominent sentence position (Jacobs, 1995). In fact,
Atkinson stipulates that '''scientific' passive" (1991: 68) is closely associated with
the conventionalized rhetorical constructs specific to Anglo-American academic
writing.
Using the passive voice appropriately, however, appears to be complex because of
its contextual, lexical, and semantic constraints. In the discussion of passive constructions in academic writing, Swales and Feak (1994) present a series of examples
when, in context, the passive voice is more suitable than the active voice but add that
certain verbs, customarily used in academic discourse (e.g. show, provide, reveal),
should not be used in the passive. Master (1991) devoted a study to contexts in
which passive verbs are used in academic writing in English and observes that they
can function as hedges and most frequently occur with inanimate and abstract subjects. However, as Master also indicates, animacy and inanimacy of subject nouns is
a lexical notion that cannot be systematically translated from one language to
another; in Japanese, inanimate subjects are not used with passive verbs. Although

guages, the meanings of the passive voice seem to be more diverse and contextually
involved thanjin Engli sh, NNSs possi bly used passive constructions significantly
more frequently than NSs in this study in order to ex press discourse constructs that
do not necessarily exist in English.
(15) Nominalization

Word s endin g in -an ce, -(s)/ -(a )ti on(s) , -mentt s), -ness, -ity(s)
In English, nomin alization of verbs and adjectives in written discourse is often
assoc iated with politeness and indirectness. By nomin alizing ver bs, the writer can
remove the " active ' doi ng" from the meaning and, thus, soften a threat to the reader's face co nsidera bly and reduce a directive to a sugges tion (B& L: 207) . Bhati a
asse rts that nomin al expressio ns in the academic genre " have gained a certain degree
of notor iety" because of their preva lence but also due to their perceived " pomposity" (1991 : 2 17). In his view, nominalization represents one of the conventions of
academi c writin g, is employe d for a spec ific commun icative purpose, and requires a
shared knowledge of discourse norm s.
As B&L indicate, the indirectness and politeness of nominalized forms exist in
many languages other than English. Iwasaki (1993) and McGloin (1984) explain that
in written Japanese, nomin alizati on is discourse-dependent: in explanatory and
descriptive contexts, nomin alization conveys indirectness and politeness. On the
other hand, assertions and directives cannot be nominalized, and such constructions
can rarely be softened or hed ged . Heycock and Lee ( 1990) similarly found that nom-

effective per sua sive devic e and that it tend s to mark the proposition as probl em atic,
questionable, or delicate.
Bloom ' s (198 1) findings show that although hypothet ical structures are commo nly
used in Chinese , they include a precise presupp osition marker to indicate the distinctions between hypothetical and counterfac tual statements, thus disambi guating
conditional constructions. In addition, the discoursal implica tions entailed in English
hypothetical and/or counterfac tual propositions are not common in Chinese. Both
Bloom (1981 ) and Matalene (1985) reported that their Chinese students of En glish
had difficulty und erstanding the meanings of En glish conditional tenses and did not
use them appropri ately in their writing. M. Park (1979) notes that although hypothetical and counterfactu al particl es exist in Korean, they characterize conversational
rather than written discou rse. According to Fujii, co nditionals in Japanese as in Chinese, are typical of spoken discour se and are distinctly marked for counterfac tua l
and hypoth eti cal meanings; the pragmatic frame of the meanin gs is " based on common world knowledge " (199 1: 356) and does not entai l implications beyond those
stated in the proposition. In the present study, NN Ss and NSs use of conditional
tenses did not differ significantly.

4. Conclusions
To summarize, the outco mes of this study hav e co nfirmed earlier findin gs
(Cherry , 1988; Myers, 1989 ; Swales, 1990) that indi rectness strategies associated

cal not ions, such as indirec tness in written discourse.
Such prom inent se ntence- and phrase-lev el textu al features as questions, denials,
repetition (and redundancy), and the passive voice have long been discouraged in Ll
compos itions, and essay evaluators are usuall y aware of these undesirable features of
writing. Simi larly, the use of demonstrat ive and indefi nite pronouns is routinely
assoc iated with a colloquial style inappropriate in formal and academic writing
(Swa les and Feak, 1994 ). For example, in Connor's (198 7 b: 82) stud y, L2 essays
written by speakers of Japanese were rated lower than those by NSs and speakers of
Sp anish because the writing of the Jap anese was " too informal ", and included
"inappropriate ... discourse makers". The essa ys of Chinese students seem to be
rated lower than those of NSs and speakers of Spanish becau se, among other fea ture s, they includ e inappropriate qualifiers, vague words, and abstract nouns (Carl son, 1988 ). As Reid (1990: 202) asserts, "native-spe aker raters give higher scores to
nativ e-spe aker students who present their ideas conc isely and use precise diction".
Liebm an (1992) states that NNSs who received writin g instru ction in L 1 education al settings may misinterpret the goals of the teachin g of L2 composition. Sh e
found , for exampl e, that Japanese stud ent s perce ived writing as serving prim arily
expressi ve functions, whil e speakers of Arabic expe cted writin g to be tran sactional.
It appears that the ex pec tations of writing in Engl ish-spe akin g academia should be
addressed explicitl y. In addition, stude nts may need to be taught how rhetorical and
lingu istic co nstruc ts can be empl oyed in writing to further the goa ls with which composition is taught in English-speaking environments. ESL writing and composition
instru ction frequ ently focus on textu al orga nizatio n and the grammaticality of lin-
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